If your RefPay Dashboard looks like this, you are behind and must fund immediately!

1. Present - Current balance - Keep Funded!
2. Past - Completed games that have been marked on the game screen. Officials marked as attended --> OK to pay
3. Immediate Future - Currently scheduled and ASSIGNED home contests. This needs funding now!
4. Immediate financial need. Fund now. Make sure this is a POSITIVE number!

FUND EARLY -- FUND BIG!
If your RefPay Dashboard looks like this, you are properly funded - Thank You!

1. Present - Current balance - Keep Funded!

2. Past - Completed games that have been marked on the game screen. Officials marked as attended --> OK to pay

3. Immediate Future - Currently scheduled and ASSIGNED home contests. Is this funded?

4. Yes - Immediate financial need is funded. Make sure this is a POSITIVE number!

FUND EARLY -- FUND BIG!